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I would like to get the generalisations over with at the beginning, and have them be brief,
but part of me knows that once embarked on they’ll be hard to stop. The Tate’s is the kind
of show that sets one generalising. Richard Dorment in the Daily Telegraph, for instance,
wrote that it had managed ‘to take a non-subject (Picasso’s impact here was limited to a
handful of artists) and turn it into a gripping indictment of British culture in the -rst half
of the 20th century’. If Britain here means England, I fall in reluctantly with the Telegraph’s
verdict. Picasso’s was a uniquely di.cult achievement to respond to, and many artists, in
all parts of the globe, wished he hadn’t been there. There is a famous story of Lee Krasner
hearing a book go hurtling across the studio next to hers, smashing against a wall, and
Jackson Pollock emerging with the words: ‘Goddamn it! That guy has done everything.
There’s nothing le/.’ But the further point of the anecdote is that Pollock did -nd ways,
eventually, to turn the ‘everything’ to his advantage. That was partly because he belonged
to an embattled, arrogant, entirely serious modern art culture – Arshile Gorky, Willem de
Kooning, Krasner, Hans Hofmann, the sculptor David Smith – which had spent a decade
submitting to the master. ‘Aha,’ Gorky is supposed to have said coldly to de Kooning on
-rst being shown the younger artist’s Picasso-saturated work, ‘so you have ideas of your
own.’ Picasso’s aren’t good enough for you?

Modernism is a strange artistic formation. In it, time and again, originality – which
remains anachronistically the goal – lies on the other side of subservience. There is no
such thing, it turns out in practice, as well-tempered learning in modernism, reasonable
apprenticeship, picking and choosing the imitable. And this is a problem particularly for a
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genteel art culture – for a culture like England’s, whose arrogance over the past century has
been most powerfully manifest in its false moderacy.

Pablo Picasso, ‘The Three Dancers’ (1925).

But I get ahead of myself. Two things need establishing. First, that Picasso’s instigation,
di.cult as it was, did prove time and again in other nations a spur to major art. What
Malevich and Tatlin were able to do with Picasso’s Cubism between 1912 and 1917; how
Mondrian thought through the same style’s implications in Paris, and what he did, on
returning to Holland, to make what he had learned usable in a shared project; the long-
distance Picasso-olatry of the New York School; even the scrupulous Cubism of the Czechs
before 1914 – these are moments that sum up, for me, the true intensity and dignity of
modernism. And for a culture signally to lack such a moment is a weakness – maybe even
an indictment.

But why? For it cannot be – this is my second point – that failure to respond to a strong,
perplexing exemplar is in itself a sign of a culture in retreat. I do not think, to go back a
century, that anyone in Britain was capable of responding to the achievement of Turner.
This no doubt set limits on the painting that followed (the fact that Monet and others in
France were capable is one clue to their painting culture’s strength), but it did not mean
that the Pre-Raphaelites, to name his main inheritors, were in any sense an evasive or
secondary movement. On the contrary: they believed they were duty bound to reject
Turner’s idiosyncrasy and worldliness, and that by doing so they would speak to the central
concerns and assumptions of the nation – its apostolic religiosity, its appetite for story, its
moral high tension, its relish for detail. And they did. No one in their right mind would say
(I hope) that The Light of the World is the same kind of achievement as The Blue Rigi or Interior
at Petworth; but it is an achievement: it cares nothing for artistic good manners; it is not in
hiding from the agonies of its age.
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Almost all visual art made in Britain in the 20th century has the instinct of hiding (and
good manners) built into its every move – and this includes art that had no doubt it was
piling on the agony, indeed in a ‘Picasso’ kind of way. (There is a scare-quotes ‘Picasso’-
ism, all rending and tearing and leering and terribilità, at the heart of the pseudo-culture
of art from 1910 on; and o0 to one side there is Picasso-ism for real. Wyndham Lewis is a
good example of the -rst; Gorky and de Kooning of the second. Francis Bacon started, so
the Tate show demonstrates, as a diligent – too diligent – student of the second kind,
battling away at the enigma of Cubist space; he failed to solve it; and where he ended up is
another matter.)

The question remains why. What stood in the way of the English doing as well as the
Czechs or the Dutch? My answer begins from the special hold here of class on culture. The
culture of art in England is genteel. It is tied to Home Counties, late-imperial class values
and attitudes in ways – with a depth and tightness of a.liation – that mark it out from
Turin or St Petersburg or Prague or Paris, or even Habsburg Vienna. This has nothing to
do, need I say it, with the actual vileness of any particular bourgeoisie. It depends on the
means – the insistence, the ‘givenness’ – of that bourgeoisie’s hegemony. And of course
there are art forms in which gentility is not (apparently) debilitating. The novel, for one: it
can make gentility its subject. The subject may strike one, the more one rereads, as a
minor and exhaustible one, if put alongside the accounts of being-in-the-social-world
available to the Irish, say, or the Russians or Americans. I used to laugh in California at the
way American students of modern literature were more likely to have read the (ludicrous)
accounts of class in Mrs Dalloway or Howards End than that of race in Light in August. But the
English novel in the 20th century, I concede, is something. It has the power to o0end; it has
the courage of its class convictions. There is no visual art in the same period of which this
can be said.

Sculpture in England is a special case. I shall put it aside, essentially, till I come to Henry
Moore, whose room in the Tate exhibition is far and away the strongest. But simply this,
for the present: sculpture had the advantage, it seems to me, if our subject is metropolitan
taste, of being always a less mannerly, more laborious art. It was a handicra/. It is surely
no coincidence that its strongest exponents in Britain were provincials, who managed
shrewdly to put this (minor) exoticism to good use, career-wise. And further – I cannot
decide if this is coincidence or part of the same story – sculpture was associated from the
beginning in the 20th century with the genuinely scandalous. Jacob Epstein was an
embarrassing -gure. Even in Paris his work looked appalling. Bloomsbury recoiled from
him as much as Fleet Street (with its usual hypocritical populism) did. Jews and
Frenchmen – Epstein and Gaudier-Brzeska – made the avant-garde running before 1914.
They dragged Eric Gill into their disreputable erotico-primitive force -eld. By the time
Moore and Barbara Hepworth (Hepworth is a great absence at the Tate) came on the scene,
the strong early moment of sculpture had dissipated, but not completely: the world of
stone and plaster retained a little – just enough – of the initial charge, the Whitechapel
shrugging-o0 of proper form.
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Picasso, ‘The Source’ (1921); Henry Moore, ‘Reclining Figure’ (1936).

There are kinds of art in England, to repeat, where gentility is not the determining
horizon. (Poetry, with its bizarre contest between Americans-in-London and cultivated
lower-middle ‘provincial’ bathos, took its own unpredictable path.) So why did it prove to
be so with painting? The answer derives, I think, from painting’s unique vulnerability to its
patrons. Painting, from the 1860s on, was the central modernist art – I follow Mallarmé
and Nietzsche in this – precisely because it hovered constantly, constitutively, on the edge
of complete assimilation to an upper-class ethos of aesthetic novelty, re-ned cuisine,
‘daring’ entertainment. The closeness was a threat, and most artists succumbed to it; but
for a few it clari-ed matters in ways no other art form could match: it forced painters to
de-ne what could set painting apart from its parent culture, and induced them to build an
elaborate protective carapace within which the cult of art – the idea of order and intensity,
the dream of inviolable aesthetic distance – might be pursued in safety. Painting in Paris
and Munich and New York and St Petersburg (of course the cult was always a minority
interest) really did exist in a di0erent space, conceptually and practically, from that of its
buyers and most of its entrepreneurs. (Again, this is special. The novel had no such need of
deep distance and di0erence from the world of its readers: it would, with Ka1a and
Beckett, become a new kind of animal – a non-novel from which the novel goes on trying
to recover – once it made distance its matrix.)

For painting, distance is everything. The Tate curators seem to have had the intuition that
their show ought to dramatise this: to make the remoteness of Picasso’s key work register
on viewers, -nally, as the crucial fact about it. Right at the end of the rambling survey,
when one’s feet are aching and one’s patience for Hockney worn thin, one -nds, hanging
in a separate small room, the most wonderful and impenetrable of Picasso’s paintings, the
Three Dancers of 1925. Picasso told Roland Penrose that he thought Three Dancers was better
than Guernica. The painting has been scrupulously cleaned for the occasion – its brushwork
is a ba2ing palimpsest – and lit with just the right measure of steely half-gloom. (Of
course the light is not literally gloomy: it is the painting itself that seems to devour and
negate light, turning the world into a dance of death.) This is not the place to launch into a
full description of the Three Dancers’ inspired – inexhaustible – construction. The range of
its turbid colours; its sepulchral, bone-crushing use of an upright format; its reckless
variations of surface texture; the asphyxiating forward pressure of the blue ‘outside’ its
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windows; the crazy hole in the dancer’s torso to the le/, through which a white-and-red-
striped gobstopper whirls towards us like a bullet down a barrel – these are devices that
none of us can follow. The power of mind here is chilling. Art historians race for the safety
of iconography. Let me just speak (again with the present argument in view) to the
picture’s overall e0ect. It is one of distance, certainly: a standing back from the world’s
appearances, a grim (but also comic) summary of the human condition, like a Grünewald
altarpiece or an Assyrian seal. But distance has nothing to do with disguise, or
sublimation. The Tate hanging gets this right. Never has a picture’s literalness, its mere
and proud materiality, been staged more eloquently.

This combination of distance and literalness seems to me modernism’s gi/. And the room
at the Tate speaks also to its di.culty, whether we approach it as viewers or imitators.
Maybe the surprising thing is that Three Dancers was ever ‘appropriated’ at all by another
artist, except as Picasso kitsch. (Picasso the maker of monstrosities, Picasso the woman-
hater, Picasso recycler of the Old Masters.) But it did happen. Look at Pollock’s Male and
Female; look at de Kooning’s Woman 1. The implacable dialectical example was not
necessarily immobilising.

I steer back to my topic. This balance of distance and literalness, which is modernism’s
way of keeping the half-truths of the parent culture at bay, cannot possibly be an individual
creation. It comes out of a habitus – a sustained marginality, keeping alive a fragile way of
life. The problem for artists without such a habitus is clear, and on tragic display at the
Tate. Either they expend their energies on positing – melodramatising – the marginality
they wish they really had. Wyndham Lewis. Francis Bacon. Or they accept – they
internalise – the fact that all they can hope for is indeed a ‘well-tempered’ version of
something they know is as ill-tempered, as essentially intransigent, as art has ever been.
Graham Sutherland. Ben Nicholson. (I shall return to him.)

This leads to Henry Moore. I know Moore presents a problem for many metropolitan art-
lovers. He is an artist of the middle range – a strong and ruthless smoother-out and
moderator of just the right excessive ‘in3uences’. What he did with Epstein, for example, is
brilliant – unforgivable, but brilliant. He steers constantly, unerringly, towards the right
kind of public half-monumentality. This has to do with his class position. Being a
Yorkshire miner’s son was, he soon saw, a quintessentially English burden and advantage.
He performed his di0erence very skilfully, and this had its uses, especially in social-
democratic Britain a/er 1945. But more profoundly, his class position gave him a viewpoint
on gentility: that is, it gave him no place other than Hampstead and South Kensington –
no other place existed for art of his kind – but it meant that he was never unthinkingly part
of that place. He knew what the place was capable of assimilating from the strong masters
– Epstein, Picasso, Brancusi – who obsessed him. He provided it. And this seems to me his
strength, not his weakness. I know I have argued that well-tempered modernism is a
contradiction in terms; but in art all rules are made to be broken, if the rule-breaker is
good enough. Art has always had room for enormous talents that are forced to
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compromise, to speak the language they know their patrons will understand. If the talent
truly is great, the compromise will come o0.

I know (speaking again to the doubter) that it would be better if British art had had a
modern master less canny and strategic than this. But there was no such master: the Bacon
room suggests why. And look what Moore can do! The small room given over to him in the
exhibition is beautifully chosen and lit. The juxtaposition of his Reclining Figure in elmwood
from 1936 with Picasso’s Source from 1921 is stunning. (Reclining Figure is the only work in the
show that I can imagine Picasso wryly saluting: ‘Clever! To turn my deliberate fake-
monumentality into monumentality tout court!’) His Composition in Hornton stone of 1931
is typically straightforward and tremendous – I know of no other 20th-century work that
manages to abstract the hand, the act of holding, in this way, and allow the mind to move
between hand and whole body so suggestively. His Composition of 1932, in oily black African
wonderstone, is just as weird, just as unprecedented – it makes even Arp’s mingling of
animal and vegetable look half-hearted.

The Moore room starts from the assumption, which is surely right, that artists who matter
were not greatly a0ected by any particular Picasso landing (usually too late) in the Right
Honourable Suchabody’s collection. Modernists don’t sit around waiting. Paris was near.
Picasso was the most photographed artist in history. All Moore needed – Christopher
Green, who organised this part of the show, lays out the evidence succinctly in cases – was
a copy or two of Cahiers d’art and Documents.

Moore, then, is the artist who, because he succeeds in negotiating with gentility, shows us
most clearly what the negotiation was about. If for a moment he makes us think the
pressure of Bloomsbury expectations not such a problem for an artist of su.cient power,
then a short walk into the room devoted to Ben Nicholson will change our minds.
Nicholson was a skilful and serious painter, and not afraid to take modernism on full blast.
The excellent small show at the Courtauld Gallery shows him in contact with Mondrian,
who lived for a while down the road in Hampstead before moving to New York. Yet the
Nicholson room at the Tate is for my purposes more telling. Several Picassos are hung next
to eight good Nicholsons, but the juxtaposition that matters is between a Picasso
borrowed from the Stedelijk, Guitar, Compote Dish and Grapes from 1924, and four or -ve
larger, decidedly ambitious Nicholsons from the early 1930s. 1932 (Au Chat Botté) is a fair
comparison, or 1932 (crowned head – the queen), or 1933 (coin and musical instruments), which
moves up to more or less Picasso’s size.
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Picasso, ‘Guitar, Compote Dish and Grapes’ (1924); Ben Nicholson, ‘1932 (Au Chat Botté)’.

Again the question is distance and literalness. At the root of modernism in painting lay the
idea – or better, the conclusion arrived at in practice – that the truth of a depiction now
depended on deep obedience, or receptivity, to the whole shape and substance of the
coloured thing. The hold of a picture on the world, as well as its internal organisation (the
kind of depth it o0ered, the degree of surface incident, its notion of orderliness or free
improvisation), were inseparable from the size and format of the canvas used, or the
particular liquidity of the mixed paint. (Of course painting has many other parameters. I
am singling out those that were most on Picasso’s and Nicholson’s minds.) Let me take an
example from Impressionism. Round the corner from the show at the Courtauld is a
3awless Pissarro of the railway station at Lordship Lane. The painting has a strange shape,
17 and a half inches by 28 and a half. And getting the unique reserve and slight greyness of
South London light, as Pissarro does here to a T, is entirely a matter – I can’t say how, but
the fact presents itself – of making each touch of green and white, each slight stretching-
out of perspective, respond to (come out of ) the canvas’s beautiful unsettling
horizontality. The literalness of the container is modernism’s truth-condition. In a culture
saturated by false equivalents, short cuts to non-knowledge, pseudo-pictures, the truth of a
pictorial proposal has to derive from the proposal’s overtness, its factuality. This is
modernism’s core belief.

I do not think that Nicholson ever quite saw this, or saw how to put it into practice. A
friend who knows his work much better than I do cautioned me the other day against
trotting out the cliché that Nicholson’s problem as an artist was essentially his ‘good taste’.
Agreed. (In any case good taste is not necessarily a handicap, even for a modernist. It never
stood in Bonnard’s way.) I think Nicholson’s limitation lay in the fact that he became such
a master of aesthetic distance, but stayed so irresolute when it came to making the
painting all one thing – all one -nite fact. Or to put it another way: he did not allow the
encounter with Picasso and Mondrian to disturb a basic certainty he had, I think deriving
from his being so at home in English culture, about what the realm of art was, and where it
began and ended. A painting’s separate -rm standing in the world – its self-ful-lling tone-
poem completeness – was for him an article of faith. Art was always art, for Nicholson, by
virtue of its internal arrangement. His pictures are always fundamentally – in their formal
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logic – pictures within pictures. They unfold from a centre, and they depend on the
presence within the painted rectangle of another roughly rectangular shape, -nished and
3oating, internally rich in quiet relations, balanced and -nite, and unrelated to the actual
physical object pinned to the wall – free of that object’s contingency. The case is even
clearer when Nicholson goes abstract (the contrast with Mondrian is cruel). And this is
what I meant by art in England being essentially in hiding.

Think of Three Dancers again. A Picasso or a Mondrian always exists as a problem for the space
around it. The pictures somehow indict their surroundings. Genteel modernism su0ers –
this is the litmus test – from being on good terms with its world: it cannot see why a
painting shouldn’t come to rest quietly in its own art-realm. Again, this has nothing to do
with attitude or attitudinising, of the Bacon kind. A Bonnard late bath scene is as sweet
and dumbfounding – as homeless and unearthly – as any Picasso monster on the beach.

Art is unfair. The Picasso Stedelijk still life is structurally, at -rst sight, just as much built
on a picture-within-a-picture model as any of the Nicholsons next to it. But literalness
does not depend on ‘painting up to the edge’ or simple reiteration of the shape of the
support. It has to do with the energy of the whole arrangement. The closer one gets to
Guitar, Compote Dish and Grapes the more palpable that energy. Picasso’s colouring and cross-
hatching are in-nitely more nervous and ad hoc than they look from ten feet away. The
thing crackles with static. How much pictorial (decorative) detail does a painter allow
himself ? How much deliberate glibness of pattern? How is the ‘3oating’ surround to be
made, in the end, the anchorage of an object-world – the room the familiar objects belong
to? Again, I’m not sure the latter kind of question ever fully occurred to Nicholson. Or,
really – at Picasso’s level of seriousness – the previous two.

David Bomberg, ‘The Mud Bath’ (1914).
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I know this is depressing. Nicholson, a/er all, is as close to a serious modernist master as
English painting came. Or is he? Is this an e0ect of the Tate and Courtauld exhibitions just
happening to coincide? I took my gloom upstairs eventually from the Picasso show and
into the one called Migrations, because I had the feeling that it might include a David
Bomberg.  And there the Bomberg was: his fabulous staccato Mud Bath from 1914, putting
everything English on the 3oor below in the shade. So my list of serious avant-garde
engagements with Picasso – the Russians, the New Yorkers, the Czechs – ought to be
extended. Add to it Bomberg and Epstein in Whitechapel before the Great War (with
William Roberts and others as possible recruits), snarling at Wyndham Lewis’s safe Soho
Bohème: they are as close as the capital ever came, I think, to a genuine homegrown
(meaning homeless and hybrid) modern art. When Bomberg went to Paris with Epstein in
1913 – in the wake of the Oscar Wilde tomb scandal Epstein had all the right contacts – he
went straight to the source. ‘Picasso,’ he reminisced later, maybe forcing the note a little,
‘was appreciative of my aims.’ (What did Bomberg show him? The breakneck drawings of
Wrestlers and Acrobats from 1912-13? The studies for In the Hold?) In any case, Picasso was
right. And Tonks at the Slade the same year: ‘I shall resign if this talk about Cubism doesn’t
cease; it is killing me.’ Even in England standards could have slipped. But then came real
killing, and Englishness was saved.

*

Footnotes
*  Julian Bell reviewed Migrations in the LRB of 8 March.

Letters
Vol. 34 No. 8 · 26 April 2012

T.J. Clark promotes what I think of as the Whig interpretation of modern art, which traces a
line from Manet and Monet to Cézanne, Van Gogh and the Cubists and the Fauves,
triumphantly culminating in abstraction (LRB, 22 March). In doing so he calls in a view of
Turner that is equally out of date, linking as examples of his achievement The Blue Rigi and
Interior at Petworth, the -rst one of the supreme works of the British Romantic watercolour
school, the second an ébauche, the meaning and purpose of which has yet to be determined.

Only under the rubric of ineluctable progress towards abstraction can the so-called Interior at
Petworth be awarded this accolade. X-radiography has now shown that it has nothing to do with
Petworth but is (very loosely) based on an interior at John Nash’s East Cowes Castle; its
extremely confused details have been thought to indicate that Turner intended a ‘Sacking of the
Temple in Jerusalem’, which would -t with other biblical subjects of about 1830: Pilate washing
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his hands, exhibited that year, and the unexhibited Christ driving the traders fromthe Temple. If it had
ever reached completion, it would have been very far from abstract, but a detailed historical
invention of a type fashionable in the 1820s and 1830s.

It is -/y years since Kenneth Clark and Lawrence Gowing held up Interior at Petworth as a
masterpiece by which Turner’s international renown ought to be assessed. Those pursuing the
ignis fatuus of ineluctable modernism will no doubt continue to misread it for their own
purposes. As Sam Smiles has recently shown, the narrative of ‘Turner as proto-modernist’ was
largely invented by the Arts Council a/er the war (using previously unseen and largely
un-nished sketches) to counteract the equally politically motivated campaign by the US to
promote abstract expressionism.

Andrew Wilton
London SW11

T.J. Clark mentions a ‘crazy hole in the dancer’s torso to the le/’ in Picasso’s Three Dancers.
Rather, it is clearly a patch of blue sky, and a balcony railing, visible through the window inside
the curve of her right arm as she reaches to touch hands with the dark, seemingly masculine
-gure on the right. And the ‘striped gobstopper’ in the middle of that space is almost certainly
the setting sun – perhaps accounting for the patches of maroon strewn about the room and the
one outside: evening light.

Dennis Cunningham
San Francisco

T.J. Clark discusses in passing a ‘3awless Pissarro of the railway station at Lordship Lane. The
painting has a strange shape, 17 and a half inches by 28 and a half.’ These dimensions are
extremely close to those of the Golden Rectangle. In what European context can that appear as
a strange shape?

Kenneth Rower
Newbury, Vermont

In the 2011 Champions League -nal there’s a momentary camera close-up of Alex Ferguson
clenching his -sts as he realises his team is losing irreversibly to Barcelona – Giggs and Rooney
are found wanting next to Messi. It is amazing that Tate Britain’s curators walked into the same
trap in staging Picasso and Modern British Art, as they too are caught on Barca’s ‘roulette wheel’.
T.J. Clark’s analysis is acute and traces the emotional arc of that Ferguson moment; sheer
dismay by the time he reaches Hockney, and catharsis at the encounter with Les Danseurs by the
other Malaga-born genius from Barca. The encounter brought back that revelatory moment
some of us experienced at school in the 1950s and 1960s when our art teachers showed us
Picasso for the -rst time and initiated us into a lifetime of being not-Picasso.

Stephen Greenberg
London NW1
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Vol. 34 No. 9 · 10 May 2012

I learn from Andrew Wilton’s letter that Turner’s Interior at Petworth is really Interior at East Cowes,
and on its way to being Interior at Jerusalem (Letters, 26 April). What a relief. If only we’d
mastered the facts, we wouldn’t have to go on taking seriously the bewilderment and revulsion
that greeted so much of Turner’s work in his lifetime. Here is the artist Josef Anton Koch, for
example, in Rome in 1828, reacting to a show of Turner’s on the Quirinal: ‘Notwithstanding the
large and vulgar crowd which had collected to see the exhibition of the world-famous painter, it
would have been better for poor Turner if he himself had not turned up. The old Cacatum non est
pictum [‘Shitted is not painted’] is still the appropriate response … Su.ce it to say that whether
you turned the painting on its side or upside down, you could still recognise as much in it.’
That last sentence became a Turner topos. The shit proliferated. Someone in 1828 passed out a
drawing of a nude woman leaning on the dome of St Paul’s and farting into a trumpet aimed at
St Peter’s. The words ‘Turner! Turner! Turner!’ issued from the trumpet’s mouth, and below
was a dog depositing a turd and barking: ‘Anch’io son pittore.’

This is the point at issue in any account of modern art: not ‘ineluctable progress towards
abstraction’ – a/er all, Picasso was almost as philistine an opponent of Mondrian and Jean
Pougny as Wilton – but the fact that ambition in painting from 1800 on was so o/en associated
with the laughable, the scabrous, the incomprehensible, the genuinely (as well as the falsely)
transgressive. What the Picasso show at the Tate makes clear is the peculiar di.culty English
culture in the 20th century had with any such association. It grated against class allegiance.
Wilton’s di.culty is special – for him Lord Clark and Sir Lawrence Gowing are dangerous
radicals – but in its way representative.

T.J. Clark
London SW4

https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v34/n08/letters/a-lifetime-of-being-not-picasso-andrew-wilton

